Whether this takes place within the special centre itself or in some associated part of the brain does not matter for the purpose of the present argument.
It will be found convenient for the purposes of this paper to divide the language centres shown in Fig 2 into language cppreciating centres (the auditory, the visual, and the touch centres), and the language producing centres (the speech centre, and the group used in writing, in spelling the manual alphabet, and in producing gestures and signs?W.M.C. in the the figure) . The (Fig. 2) Language centres in the normal child.
Sp, motor speech centre (glosso-kinsesthetic centre); WMG, writing, manual alphabet, and gesture centre (cheiro-kiniesthetic centre); A, auditory centre, including auditory word centre ; V, visual centre, including visual word centre ; T, touch centre. Language centres in the blind child. References as in Fig. 4 . The centre for vision is out of the circuit, and touch has taken its place. Language centres in the blind child.
References as in Fig. 4 .
The centre for vision is out of the circuit, and touch has taken its place.
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